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By Max Hastings

Audible Studios on Brilliance, 2016. CD-Audio. Condition: New. Unabridged. Language: English .
Brand New. With an introduction read by Max Hastings. A companion volume to his bestselling
Armageddon, Max Hastings account of the battle for Japan is a masterful military history.
Featuring the most remarkable cast of commanders the world has ever seen, the dramatic battle
for Japan of 1944-45 was acted out across the vast stage of Asia: Imphal and Kohima, Leyte Gulf
and Iwo Jima, Okinawa, and the Soviet assault on Manchuria. In this gripping narrative, Max
Hastings weaves together the complex strands of an epic war, exploring the military tactics behind
some of the most triumphant and most horrific scenes of the 20th century. The result is a
masterpiece that balances the story of command decisions, rivalries, and follies with the
experiences of soldiers, sailors, and airmen of all sides as only Max Hastings can.
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Very useful to all category of men and women. I actually have study and i also am certain that i am going to going to read through again once more down
the road. Its been written in an exceptionally simple way and is particularly only soon a er i finished reading this publication by which basically altered me,
modify the way in my opinion.
-- Dr . Sa r a i Fisher  DDS-- Dr . Sa r a i Fisher  DDS

Absolutely essential study book. It normally is not going to charge excessive. I am delighted to inform you that this is basically the finest ebook we have
study during my very own lifestyle and can be he greatest publication for at any time.
-- Dr . Willis Pa ucek II--  Dr . Willis Pa ucek II
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